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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Farren (Ireland) Ltd Deficit
Almost £350,000
1
Declan Kissane is the new
Divisional Manager of the
Domestic Heating Division at
Hevac Ltd. He is now
responsible for the sale of all
domestic heating products.
Eugene McNamara, who was
previously responsible for this
Division, now looks after
warehousing, transport, etc for
both Hevac and the Tube
Company of Ireland.
Hevac
Appointment
obviously mean that the final
figure will be even greater still.
Under the circumstances,
unsecured creditors are unlikely
to receive anything once all of
the company's affairs have
been wound up.
Statement of Affairs presented
as at 16 January 1995, the
deficit in relation to unsecured
creditors is £348,599.
Book value assets of premises
(£120,000 less amount due to
secured creditor) and debtors
and work-in-progress
(£310,000), are expected to
realise £60,000 and £100,000
respectively, giving a total
available for distribution of
£160,000.
However, preferential creditors
- £14,114 (PAYE) and
£12,455 (employee
entitlements) - will reduce
that to £133,431.
Given then that unsecured
creditors are owed £482,030,
the shortfall is £348,599. The
co t and expenses in relation
to the liquidation itself
All that is known
for certain as we
go to press is that
Farren (Ireland)
Ltd is now in
liquidation. According to the
of whom was reportedly
ejected.
Adding further to the air of
unreality surrounding the whole
situation is the much-talked of
beating meeted out
to a key individual
within the
unfolding scenario
a couple of weeks
prior to Christmas.
Under the
circumstances
currently
prevailing, it is
impossible at this
stage to separate
fact from fiction.
Under the
circumstances,
unsecured
creditors are
unlikely to
receive
anything once
airof the
company's
affairs l1ave
been wound
up
Nonetheless - and much to the
surprise of a great many
concerned - the new year
brought with it notice of a
proposed creditors meeting.
This has subsequently taken
place with Paddy McSweeney
of Simpson Xavier being
appointed liquidator.
The meeting itself was an
acrimonious affair, the
frustration and anger of
creditors being all too apparent.
At times it was "sheer
pandemonium", according to
one unsecured creditor present.
There were also reports that the
attendance included people
with no right to be present, one
he formal liquidation of
Farren (Ireland) Ltd at a
creditors meeting held
on 16 January last has
punctured somewhat the air of
optimism and
confidence with
which the year
began. The
company had been
trading very
successfully for a
number of years,
the first indication
of something
being amiss
coming just weeks
prior to Christmas.
However, even at
that stage, no one
really anticipated
closure and
idation was
imminent.
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Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
Th Mechanical Engineering & Building
'es Contractors'
As::>ociation (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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CEILING - MOUNTED HEATING
In just under two years the Energostrip electrical ceiling-mounted heating
system has made a significant impact on the commercial and industrial
heating scene across all Ireland.
Substantial energy savings are claimed for the system on running costs when
compared to other forms of heating, this being up to 50% in some instances.
Maintenance-free, this is a new concept to Ireland from Sweden where
Energostrip is said to be leading in its field.
Contact: Energy Control Systems, NI. Hugh Mejury. Tel: 08 0232 396 830647.
FARAL GROWS LONGO
At 1740mm high the Longo - the latest aluminium radiator from Faral - is the
tallest radiator manufactured by the company in casting alloy.
Useful where high output is required, but wall space is restricted, it is styled to
be used as an architectural feature.
Longo is available pre-assembled, fro~ ~ to 8 sections, as is the entire faral
range from Irish distributor, Heating Distributors.
Supplied as standard with each radiator are four plugs/bushes; four rings; 1/8"
nickel-plated air vent; two wall brackets and two wall spacers; 1/2" bottom
opposite ends; top R/H air vent; and top UH blind plug.
Faral SpA guarantees its aluminium radiators for 10 years and Tondo steel
radiators for two years from the date of installation. This guarantee is confined
to the replacement of panels seen to show defects arising from manufacture.
Contact: Shay Kiernan. Tel: 01 - 837 5144.
6100 user definable software-
provides an ideal solution for most
control applications.
Long-term reliability is assured
through the use of CMOS technology
and the high specification of the other
components used in the build.
Users will enjoy superior
performance with trouble-free
operation backed by West's 3-year
guarantee.
Contact: Bob Gilbert.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355.
West 6100 Controller launch pack
from Manotherm.
control applications.
Acombination of state-of-the-art
design and hi-tech manufacturing
techniques have produced a full 3-
term controller in a 1/16 DIN package
without compromising on the
performance or features available.
The flexibility achieved with plug-in
option modules - coupled with West
deteriorate.
Details from CESCO, 1-10 Vicar
Street, Dublin 8.
Tel: 01 - 4541955;
Fax: 01-4541547.
cubicles and carry a two year
guarantee. The SF1 00/120W fans
are moulded in impact-resistant,
high-gloss thermoplastics to provide
a tough, durable surface that will not
'WORLD'S MOST
ADVANCED 1/16TH
DIN CONTROLLER'
FROM MANOTHERM
The 6100 process controller from
Manotherm is a 1/16 DIN dual-
display, general-purpose controller
suitable for temperature or process
SLIMLINE FAN
For bathroom, shower or toilet areas
where space is at a premium,
Manrose has produced a slimline
wall fan with a profile of only 15mm.
The new SF1 00 and 120W models
incorporate a concept whereby the
fan is mounted inside the wall,
175mm from the face of the internal
wall. This enables installation within
the splash area of a shower or bath
while complying with regulations
stipulating that the fitting of
conventional fans should be out of
the reach of bath or shower users.
There is an extract rate of 85m3/hr for
the SF100 and 130m3/hr for the
SF120W.
The new slimline wall fan kits come
complete with inline tube fan fitted
with a mounted, spring loaded
backdraught shutter; two lengths of
200mm telescopic plastic ducting
(extendible to 380mm); one white
internal and one grey internal fixed
louvre wall grille; self-adhesive cable
clips; fixing screws, and plugs. A set
of easy-to-follow instructions
complete the package.
All Manrose comply with the Building
Regulations on ventilation (F1) for
bathrooms, toilets and shower
New S1lmllne fan from
llanrose Manufacturing.
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thermal energy gain to the liquid
being pumped. This totally new
concept - although primarily a
glanded pump - does not require a
motor fan and therefore runs more
efficiently than a standard unit. The
water jacket, together with a
thermal jacket, makes it one of the
most advanced pump available.
It is claimed that the high efficiency
of the IsoTherm pump will enable
the cost of the unit to be recovered
within a very short operating period.
This, together with the reduction in
energy of the main heat source and
the low operating noise levels,
makes the Smedegaard IsoTherm
pump environmental friendly.
DANFOSS DISTRICT HEATING
AUTOMATION
J J Sampson & Son, by way of Danfoss, is one of the leading suppliers of
controls for district heating.
This position is due to the fact that Danfoss has so much experience and
expertise in all aspects of controls for district heating.
Irrespective of whether it is the energy supply from the district heating
plant itself, distribution through the system, or the control of subscriber
stations, Danfoss has the necessary knowledge and the products.
Danfoss is therefore the ideal partner whenever an old district heating
system is to be renovated, a new one installed or self-acting or electronic
controls to be purchased.
The range covers electronic controls for weather-compensated, flow-
temperature control with valves and motors; differential pressure and flow
controls and self-acting temperature controls for room and hot water
service heating systems.
oAdditionally, JJ Sampson has a new catalogue available covering the
Danfoss range of controls and compressors for refrigerants R13A and
R4904A. It contains information on products specially devised and
adapted for the new refrigerant, together with extended capacity tables.
technical data and code numbers.
Contact: Dave Sampson. Tel: 01 - 626 8111.
EXHAUST AND HEAT RECOVERY
The new Airmaster ventilator, for which KP Building Services is the sole
UK and Republic of Ireland distributor, is a patented device with heat
recovery and a single motor for exhaust and fresh air input fans. Based
on round-the-clock running, the low electricity consumption and heat
recovery factors can result in installation payback of two years
compared with conventional ventilators with no heat regeneration. The
Airmaster 200 is well established in Northern Europe where it has been
successfully marketed for over five years.
Of all plastic construction, including the heat exchanger, the Airmaster
unit is suitable for decentralised ventilation systems in commercial
premises and larger residential properties. Two standard versions are
available - one for through-the-wall ventilation, the other for ducted
systems. Using a variable speed motor, which drives both exhaust and
input fans, the Airmaster has a capacity ranging from 50 to 21 Om3/h with
sound pressure levels of 30dB(A) at a maxium fan speed of 1300
rev/min.
'ISOTHERM ... THE
PUMP OF THE
FUTURE'
Danish patented energy saving
pump recovers the costs within
short time.
IsoTherm is the name of the new
Smedgegaard energy-efficient
pump. This unique patented design
is suitable for installation as a
circulating pump in a heating
system, or as a centrifugal pump in
an industrial application.
The construction of the IsoTherm
pump allows the heatloss of the
motor to be transferred as a
SENIOR FIRE
DUCTING
New fully-engineered fire and
smoke duct systems from Senior
Hargreaves are independently-
certified for performance and easily
installed in a single operation.
Hargreaves Smoke Duct (HSD)
meets the demands of smoke
extract schemes, while Hargreaves
Fire Duct (HFD) is suitable for
compartmentation of HVAC
services. The insulated core of both
systems is protected by an outer
metal skin. Support fixings are
engineered to accept the full weight
of ducting and have been fully
tested for 4 hours rating.
Specifiers can choose from circular,
rectangular or flat oval pieces.
Irish agent is Finheat Ltd.
Contact: Jim King.
Tel: 01 - 623 4222.
To meet specific
environmental
conditions, senior
Hargreaves spirally
wound circular and
flat oval ductwork
may be produced in
304 and 316 stainless
&teel. Flnheat has the
full details.
BSNews. January 1995 3
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SPECIAL REVIEW
AIR CONDITIONING
At Last ...We Have
Commercial Lift-Off
With the take-up in Dublin office space in 1994 the highest in 25 years,vacancy rates have fallen to a point where shortages in certain sizecategories, such as the 20,000 sq ft region, have emerged. A similar
pattern is evident nationally, though not on the same scale.
This is making life difficult for prospective tenants but augers well for the
construction industry and, more especially, the building services industry. Air
conditioning in particular should fare well over the coming 12 months and benefit
from the anticipated resumption in speculative development activity.
In the mid-term, the shortage of newly-completed space - coupled with the
availability of secondhand space in need of refurbishment - should combine to
create additional demand. Added to that is the improvement in the economy at
large which will see increased consumer spending leading to a greater
confidence among hotel, restaurant and other retail service outlets. It's already
apparent that previously-shelved refurbishment, development and expansion
plans in this category are now being dusted off and re-appraised with a view to
implementation.
All in all the outlook is one of optimism and air conditioning, like most of the other
building services product categories, can confidently look forward to some
genuine growth over the coming 12 months. Even more encouraging is an ever-
so-slight - but nonetheless discernable - improvement in tender prices. It's far
from consistent and represents a wide divergence with no movement in some
cases and as much as 10% evident in others. Despite being erratic and
unpredictable, it is still a move in the right direction and a trend which suggests
that, in addition to volume increases, the market may also see an improvement
in margins... now that would be something!
Quality
Features From
Viking Series
Ventilation specialist Roof Units has
solved the perennial problem of air
leakage with its Viking Series 90 air
handling units.
The range is the result of more than £1
million of investment and "nearly three
years of research and development
taking the requirements of customers
and experienced users into account",
according to Managing Director Martin
Hampson.
The corners for the 40mm-frame units
are manufactured from high-density,
glass-reinforced nylon, incorporating
recesses for leak seal gaskets. The
70mm units have corner sections made
from aluminium.
All models have new inter-fitting slide
rails to make the installation and
4 BSNews, January 1995
maintenance of components simple
and quick and access to the units
instant with purpose built fasteners.
Sizes start with the Slimline measuring
960x660x360mm to
2970x1869x1920mm for the largest
standard model. Larger and special
construction units are also available.
Maximum air volume in the standard
range is from 0.26m3/sec to
10.8m3/sec. Compact, high efficiency
direct drive units are available for low
air volume applications.
Belt drive units are also available for
higher air volumes and resistances and
to cope with special user requirements
at lower volumes.
Specially-written computer software is
also in place to help customers with
selection.
Details from Dan Chambers Ltd, 68
Moyle Road, Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glasnevin, Dublin 11. Tel: 01 - 830
3222; Fax: 01 - 830 8888.
No Confusion
From Diffusion
Diffusion, part of Benson
Environmental, manufactures a
comprehensive range of air
conditioning products suitable for all
commercial installations.
Standard products include the Highline
and Lowline ranges. Both have airside
and waterside units with dedicated
horizontal and vertical models,
ensuring optimum design for each
application.
A wide range of standard options and
accessories include inlet and discharge
plenums, stand alone (master/slave) or
fUlly-addressable control arrangem
commissioning values, flexible hose
and condensation pumps.
Details from Finheat Ltd, 47 Cherry
Orchard Industrial Estate, Ballyfermot,
Dublin 10. Tel: 01 - 623 4222'
Fax: 01 - 6234226. '
New
Thermostatic
Expansion
Valve T2/TE2
from J J
Sampson
Danfoss has recently made changes in
order to meet market demands on a
perfect valve, the T2/TE2 for R13a
R22, R404a, R12 and R502. The I~st
change made was a new laser-welded
element with a strengthened
diaphragm.
Now Danfoss has improved the valve
once again by introducing a stainless
steel top part and a stainless steep
capillary tube. In addition, it has
removed the neckel-plating of the
valve.
Hence Danfoss has produced a valve
where the most stressed part - the
capillary tube - has been strengthened
and where every use of the heavy
metal nickel has been rendered
superfluous.
6
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AUTOMATIC CONTROLS FOR REFRIGERATION
& AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
* Danfoss Thermostatic Expansion valves
(R221R 134aJR404a R121R502)
* Sight Glasses 1/4" - 7/8"
* Solenoid valves (1/4" - 21/s")
* Filter Driers
* Hand Valves & Ball Valves
* Pressure Regulators
* Thermostatic and Pressure Switches
+
* Full range of condensing units for
R221R134a Low/medium/high back
pressure from 1/4 h.p. to 11/2 h.p.
Our Package - Your Solution
J.J.IAIIPIO.&10.LTD.
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate
Dublin 10
Tel: (01) 626 81 11; Fax: (01) 626 93 34
HARMONAIR
CONDITIONING SERVICES
A2ents for
+ MITSUBISHI
."ELECTRIC IHCFINDUSTRIES
Commissioning and Maintenance Refrigeration, Air Conditioning,
Boilers, Burners, Suppliers of Air Conditioning Units, Computer Room
Packages, Chillers, and Heat Pumps
Harmon Air Conditioning Services, Unit No 4, Long Mile Business Park,
Long Mile Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 4564233; Fax: 01 - 4564236
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Independent Performance Results
Back Klea 407A Energy Findings
SPECIAL REVIEW
AIR CONDITIONING
The previous aluminium label is being
replaced by a plastic label. The change took
place in December '93. The new label is a
resource-saving simplication, in that the lid
from the orifice assembly pack can be re-used
as a capillary tube label
A groove divides the lid into two halves. The
lower half carries the orifice number. In the
rear portion of this half there are two slots
with holes that correspond to the thickness
of the capillary tube.
If the orifice assembly is changed, the
capillary tube label must also be changed.
The lid of the orifice assembly can be clipped
or cut along the groove.
The lower half with orifice number and slots
can then be pressed into place on the
capillary tUbe.
6 BSNews, January 1995
The new T2fTE2 gives the additional
benefits
(1) Stronger joints/soldering;
(2) Longer life-time;
(3) Greater resistance to capillary tube
fracture;
(4) No risk of copper oxide formation.
Furthermore, the packaging is much
more user-friendly. The instructions are
printed on both the outside and inside
of the box, which can be opened with a
Results of two test programmes
undertaken at the National Research
Council (NRC) Canada show ICI's Klea
407A refrigerant to be the most energy-
efficient HFC alternative to R-502, in
both reciprocating and rotary (scroll
and screw) compressors.
These results, from an internationally-
recognised independent government
organisation, confirm previous findings
based on global customer field trials
and suggest that Klea 407A should be
considered the most favoured long
term replacement for R-502.
According to Keith Snelson,
Programme Manager of the Thermal
Technologies Programme at NRC
(when discussing the reciprocating
compressor trial). "Of the HFC
replacements investigated, only Klea
407A showed Coefficients of
Performance (COPs) higher than R-
502 across all test conditions, ranging
from 1 - 6% more efficient. R-404A, R-
407B and R-507 all performed
comparably, and showed COPs
approximately 1 - 12% lower than R-
502. While our test rig tendes to be a
very severe test of refrigerants, it does
appear to present an accurate ranking
of refrigerant performance".
The results from the first test
programme were obtained using a
Bock open drive compressor, using
non-optimised counterflow heat
exchangers. Powers were measured
directly, and heat balances were within
2%. These results have since been
released as part of ARI's Alternative
Refrigerants Evaluation Programme
(AREP). More recently, they were
single grip.
In addition to the expansion valve
changes, Danfoss has introduced
advanced and very flexible production
equipment. Additionally, to avoid loss
of information, all of the valve data is
laser-engraved on the element top.
Details from J J Sampson & Son Ltd,
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111. Fax: 01 - 626 9334
presented at the international
conference and joint meeting of IIR
Commissions at Padua, 21-23
September 1994.
The second test programme carried out
by NRC used a high efficiency scroll
compressor. Trials with scroll
technology were a natural extension to
the first programme, allowing NRC to
look at the performance of Klea 407A in
technology likely to be used
increasingly in the near future.
The results obtained again showed R-
407A to be the most efficient HFC-
based replacement for R-502 in most
applications. Relative evaporator
capacities for Klea 407A were
measured between 2% and 10% above
R-502 with corresponding COPs
between 6% lower and 12% highe
than R-502, across all tests.
Additionally, the trials showed little
difference between R-404A and R-
407B. Both gave COP values which
were typically between 2 and 8% lower
than R-502.
Leading compressor manufacturer,
Copeland, is currently running a test
programme with ICI to assess Klea
407A across a range of its
compressors.
Klea 407A is fUlly compatible with ICl's
Emkarate RL polyol ester based
lubricant, as demonstrated by a large
number of laboratory and field trials
and operational installations.
For further information contact Gerry
McDonagh at RSL (Ireland) Ltd, 48
Robinhood Industrial Estate,
Clondalkin, Dublin 22.
Tel: 01 - 450 8011. Fax: 01 - 456 7512.
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* Active in the event of fire
to release toxic smoke &
heat.
* Mechanical, electrical &
pneumatic control options
* Suitable for ridge, slope or
flat roof mounting.
* Security & Burglar guard
options
Applications
* Roof/inline duct.
* Electrical/pneumatic.
* Interface building management systems.
* Independent control
FIRE SMOKE VENTS
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS
MANUFACTURERS OF PVC FLEXIBLE DUCTING
51-52 CORK STREET DUBLIN 8
PHONE: (01) 453 2688 (7 LINES) FAX: (01) 453 7290
SUPPLIERS OF HEATING •VENTILATING AIR CONDITIONING •FILTRATIO PRODuers
SEASON CONTROL LTD.
* Installation advice and supply
of Fire Smoke Vents and Fire
Control Panels.
* Vast experience of these very
specialised products specified
by Architects and Consultants.
RSL (Ireland) Ltd.
k ---------e--------_
Ireland's Leading Stockists
and Distributors of Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Equipment
_________e _
Rm Cork Tel: 021-317221. Fax: 021-317222.51= Dublin Tel: 01-450 8011. Fax: 01-456 7512.
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The First Principles of
Air Conditioning
With Toshiba air conditioning you're assured of a whole spectrum
of benefits. All of which can be summarised in three simple
principles: Quality,
Reliability and
Technical Support.
The latest example of
these principles in
action is our new UK
air conditioning
manufacturing plant, in full production since 1992.
There we employ advanced manufacturing techniques and
stringent quality control procedures to produce the most reliable
air conditioning systems. Before leaving the factory, each single
unit has to pass extensive tests for noise levels and for
performance in extremes of temperature and humidity. As well as
our three year warranty on 'parts and labour, we offer you the
added advantages
of shorter more
reliable delivery
times and instant
access to the
expert technical
support and
training.
So next time you specify air conditioning, specify Toshiba.
Because now that we're on the spot, you won't be.
Call us today for details of our product range and support
package.
TOSHIBA
GT Phelan Ltd
59 Rock Road, Blackrock, County Dublin
Tel: 2833347 Fax: 2883821
10
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SPECIAL REVIEW AIR CONDITIONING
Toshiba - Quality Products...
Professionally Installed
Toshiba Super Multi System ... "the most
advanced form of air conditioning available
today".
Floor - These floor-standing units offer
four power outputs, in either cabinet or
console design. Fully micro-computer
controlled with wide directional air flow,
they deliver heating and cooling as required
with minimum space requirement;
Ducted - Ducted units can be concealed in
a shallow space, either a ceiling void or
under the floor, to deliver both heating and
cooling. All five models are fitted with high
static-pressure centrifugal fans for optimum
performance.
the slimmist yet with a profile of just 28mm.
Additional features include:- auto-turn
louvres; long-life filter; 50-metre separation.
Cassettes are available in heat pump format
(for both heating and cooling) or in cooling
format only, across a range of eight power
outputs;
Wall- Toshiba's range of wall-mounted
air conditioners includes heat pumps,
cooling only and inverter-aided units;
Ceiling - The slim-line ceiling units are
designed to be suspended immediately
below ceilings. Attractively styled and
unobtrusive, they offer a range of four
power outputs, all heat-pump units, which
can heat as well as cool automatically to
preset levels of comfort; A fresh air supply
can be directly connected to the latest series.
CONTACT
G.T. PHELAN LTD,
59 Rock Road, B1ackrock,
Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 283 2622/283 3347;
Fax: 01 - 288 3821.
Toshiba's multi-function controller means
you can control up to 16 units from just a
single controller.
Additional features include:- Lightweight
construction for rooftop installation; Simple
to install with minimum design
requirements; Cost-effective, both
installation and running costs; Lower capital
cost than central plant equipment; Better
suited to refurbishment work; Heating and
cooling capacity is provided at all times,
independent of the mode of operation of
other areas of the building; System
operation is simple.
3-Year Parts & Labour Allowance -
Every Toshiba unit is covered by a 3-year
parts and labour allowance, subject to
regular maintenance. However, during the
past six years, 99.7% ofunits sold have not
required any repairs. We also operate a
telephone hotline to provide users with
technical support.
The G Series - Twin Multi-System is an
adv.anced air-to-air system which enhances
Toshiba's refrigeration technology and
couples it with a compact and lightweight
outdoor unit. The result is a system which
can power two indoor units from just one
outdoor unit - with increased separation up
to 100 metres equivalent and piping head up
to 50 metres.
The compact outdoor unit requires less
ventilation space - up to 54% less roof
space than conventional units - a big benefit
in premises where space is at a premium.
And, when arranged in banks of up to 10
units, you have the ability to power up to 20
indoor units.
•
--.....-
As one of the market leaders in airconditioning technology, it'shardly surprising that To hiba and
Irish distributors G T Phelan have become
synonymous with quality installations. Apart
from technologically-advanced products,
GT Phelan always insists that the actual
installation and commissioning of units are
carried out strictly to IHVE Regulations.
On the products front, the latest
development from Toshiba is its 3-pipe
Su ulti system, the "most advanced
fo air conditioning available today".
From a design viewpoint, Super Multi's
greatest advantage over conventional water-
cooled systems is that one outdoor unit will
operate up to eight indoor units. The system
also requires no plant room, which again
releases valuable space.
From a functional viewpoint too, Super
Multi offers clients major advantages. One
of its more remarkable features is that it can
heat and cool different parts of the same
room simultaneously.
Furthermore, its highly-sophisticated heat
recovery system gives substantial savings in
energy, compared to that used by separate
co and heating systems.
Like all Toshiba systems, Super Multi can
be installed on a modular basis, either floor
by floor or, restricted to key areas of the
building. The system also uses existing
Toshiba RAV indoor units, an important
cost consideration in a refurbishment
programme.
The overall Toshiba range is most
comprehensive, catering for all
requirements. Brief details are as follows:-
Cassette - Toshiba continues to lead the
field in cassette technology with its range of
advanced split-system heat pump units. By
incorporating a powerful centifugal fan,
which is virtually vibration-free, they have
produced a unit which is quieter than ever in
operation. This current range of units is
remarkably compact, the ceiling panel being
BSNews, January 1995 9
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REMINDER!
Next month's
special
product
feature is on
pumps and
circulators.
Contact:
Joe Warren.
Tel: 288 5001
10 BSNews, January 1995
Season Control Issues Trade Price List
As we went to press Season Control was on the point of issuing its first ever
Trade Price List. A great deal of effort has gone into the design and presentation
of the information so that it is user-friendly and easy to follow. Moreover, customer
discount structures have also been included, "we being the only company in the
business to date to do so", according to a Season Control spokesperson.
In recent years the company has concentrated on conceiving, designing,
developing and manufacturing an extensive portfolio of quality environmental
control/PVC flexible ducting products.
Every single product in the range has been extensively field tested and also
subjected to rigorous in-house and independent certification analysis before being
made available to the marketplace at very competitive prices.
Now that this process has been completed, production of Season Control's full
product catalogue is well underway with publication expected within a matter of
months.
Season Control has also been certified as a "guaranteed Irish" company, a factor
which has contributed significantly to the increased market share captured in
recent years.
Finally - and in keeping with the company's philosophy of attaining approved
certification and producing quality products - Season Control is in the process of
applying for ISO 9002 certification. This programme is well underway and the
benefits are already being felt in respect of more efficient and cost-effective
manufacturing procedures, which in turn are being translated into additional
customer benefits and an improved service.
Details from Season Control Ltd, 51/52 Cork Street, Dublin 8.
Tel: 01 - 453 2688; Fax: 01 - 453 7290.
The DP40 panel filter (air filter), grease filter, diffusers, grilles and louvres pictured above are
from the extensive range of quality environmental control products which make up the Season
Control product portfolio.
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Harmon Ale Now
Major Player
VIKING
Harmon Air Conditioning is now
one of Mitsubishi Electric Air
Conditioning's principal
authorised dealers.
John Harmon is widely known
and respected throughout the
industry. A building services
engineer by profession, John
as over 15 years experience in
e business, the last seven of
which he has spent establishing
and bUilding up his own
company.
Dedicated customer care is the
company's hallmark and John
and his team of highly-
Viking Stnts 90 is tht mult of
ytltn ofmtttrch Itnd tkvtlopmmt to
product whltt is probltbly tht finm Itir handling
rangt Itvailttbk.
Dtsigntd around a compkuly ntw framt sysum,
Viking brilliltntly solvts stltcking, joining, hanging
and bltSt frltmt rtqllirtmmts. And tht smooth
rttdiustd profik Itnd purpOst built cornm makt tht
units so much mort comfortabk to handlt.
experienced and knowledgable
engineers have gained a
justifiable reputation for their
professionalism and the quality
of the service they provide to
the industry.
The core business of Harmon
Air Conditioning Services has
been the installation, service
and commissioning of heating,
ventilation and air conditioning
plant, specialising in the ac
market with split heat pump
systems, chillers and computer
room packages.
Recently, the company entered
Smooth doubk skinntd pantis "tau
an rkganlond Ilttractivr apptaranct
and sptcialfltStmtn allow instant a((tsS. Asfor stal-
ing, tht systffl' is so tffictiVt that it c:cuds tht
HVAC Guidt to Itltkltgt ttsting by a foctor ofUn.
Tht Viking rangt includts Slimlint, Minislim,
Mini Dirtct, Mini Stlt Drivt Itnd Mod"lttr ItS stan-
ti",d and ofCOUnt sptciltis cltn bt matit to ortitr.
market led-quality driven
a more expansionary phase on
the product supply side, hence
the link up with Mitsubishi
Electric. As part of this strategy
Frank Dolan has been
appoionted Sales Manager. He
is now responsible for
spearheading this new inititaive,
though John himself continues
to play a very active role in the
development of this aspect of
the business.
The company is based in new
premises at Unit 4, Long Mile
Business Park, Long Mile Road,
Dublin 12 which incorporates
offices, warehouse facilities,
workshop and training room.
Details from Harmon Air
Conditioning Services, Unit 4,
Long Mile Business Park, Long
Mile Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 456 4233;
Fax: 01 - 456 4236.
ROOF UNITS GROUP
A DIVISION Of AlII MOVEMENT "ROUP
DAN CHAMBERS LTD. 68 MOYLE ROAD, DUBLIN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN 11. TEl: 8303 222 FAX:8308 888
ENVIRONMANTAL SUPPLY Co. LTD. UNIT I, 10 PRINCE REGENT ROAD, BElFAST BTS 6QR TEl: 0232 402100 FAX: 0232 402123
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TEMPAR
'THE
-
Tempar's service personnel have the experience, skill and capability to cater for virtually
every installation/maintenance/repair eventuality.
COMPLETE
PACKAGE'
Tempar's mainstream activities include
the supply, installation,
commissioning, maintenance and
servicing of heating, ventilation and air
conditioning equipment. The
company's marketing theme, "The
Complete Package" represents its self-
contained capacity to cater for the
entire needs of customers. Company
activities such as client site survey,
equipment proposals, mechanical and
electrical installation work, plant
commissioning and after-sales services
can be fully carried out by in-company
personnel.
Tempar currently employs 15 on-site
service personnel. Each service vehicle
is equipped with a 2-way radio and
supported by the personal pager
carried by all engineers, providing an
effective means of quick
communication between office and site
personnel.
Tempar's claim that it offers "The
Complete Package" is no idle boast.
Apart from the pure service elements
of the package as already detailed, the
12 BSNews, January 1995
composition of the Tempar product
portfolio is impressive in its own right.
It encompasses only market-leading.
internationally-recognised brands.
carefully chosen to meet all anticipated
air conditioning and heating and
ventilating requirements.
Among the brands currently
represented are Argo; York; Mitsubishi
Electric; Olimpia; and Seveso.
Nonetheless, Tempar is not limited by
the choice of brands represented. The
company takes the view that it is
essential to offer choices for the same
proposed solution from within its own
product range. It is unique in this
respect among distributors/agents
within this sector. Brief details of the
scope of the range and the capacities
catered for are as outlined below.
Split-Type Cooling OnlylHeat Pumps
- Model types:- in-ceiling cassettes;
above ceiling ducted; ceiling
suspended; wall mounted; floor
mounted; portable split-type; portable
packaged. Capacities:- From 1.85kW
to 45kW.
Simultaneous CoolinglHeating VRV
System - Variable refrigerant volume
(VRV) systems. Model types:- in-
ceiling cassettes; above ceiling ducted;
ceiling suspended; wall mounted; floor
mounted;
Heat Exchange Ventilator Units - Air
flow range from 60 cu.mlhr to 1000
cu.m/hr;
Air Cooled Chillers - Tempar offers an
extensive series of air-cooled chillers
with both heat pump and heat recovery
versions available. Nominal cooling
capacities range from 6.74kW to
802kW.
There is also an air cooled chiller
which will provide heat recovery
during the summer;
Water Cooled Chillers - There are 14
models in the water-cooled chiller
series with both heat recovery and heat
pump versions on offer. Nominal
cooling capacities range from l82kW
to 1180kW;
Fan Coil Units - These are cassette
type, in-ceiling ductable, ceiling
suspended, wall mounted and floor
mounted model options with cooling
capacities from 1.1 kW to 13.2kW and
heating capacities from 3.13kW to
19.86kW.
Roof Top Packaged AlC Systems -
Tempar offer an extensive range of
cooling only, cooling and gas heating
and heat pump versions with cooling
capacities ranging from IOkW to
78.8kW and heating capacities from
8kW to 75.8kW.
Details from Tempar Ltd,
6-8 Pembroke Lane, Ballsbridge,
Dublin 4.
Tel: 01 - 668 3855; Fax: 01 - 668 3086.
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Sarah Grace, Office Manager/Marketing
Manager with John Darby, Service Co-
ordinator.
aspects. Hence the all-
embracing strength of the
overall service provided by
Rink, a facility which is
equally well reflected
throughout the entire staff
complement of the company.
No matter what the respective
experience and qualifications
of each individual within the
company, all undergo
mandatory regular
training/educational updates.
This ensures that they remain
fully au fait with the latest
innovations and technological
developments being introduced
- not just by the brands
represented by Rink, ie
Lennox, Hitachi, Amcor and
Beutot - but by all industry
players.
Rink Air Conditioning is
primarily a sales company but
Brian McDonagh recognised
early on that sustained and
continuing success in sales
demands a complementary, and
equally-professional, after-
sales and general support
mechanism with an ability to
provide tailored solutions to
customers requirements.
Continued overleaf
Established over adecade ago, Rink AirConditioning Ltd is
now one of the leading players
in the Irish air conditioning
marketplace. It has an enviable
reputation for the quality and
reliability of products offered;
the extent and diversity of the
range; the professionalism of
the design and consultancy
service provided; the excellent
advice and technical support
offered; an unequalled after-
sales support mechanism; and,
above all else, the flexible and
friendly manner in which this
ultra-professional package is
delivered.
Ample proof of the success of
this formula is evidenced by
the number, scope and
prestigious nature of the many
projects - some of which are
detailed overleaf - handled by
Rink over the last 10 years.
Principal Brian McDonagh has
extensive experience of the air
conditioning sector, a particular
advantage being his
background in both the product
supply and design consultancy
IMATE
The Rink Air Conditioning purpose-designed office/warehouse complex at Unit 1,
Ballymount Cross Business Park, Dublin 24.
••• FOR THE
PERFECT
RINK AIR
CONDITIONING
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Perfection is Never Achieved By Accident •••
Continued
To this end Rink Air
Conditioning provides a 24-
hour call-out service which
has justifiably gained a
reputation as one of the
most responsive and
efficient in the industry.
Engineers are known to
arrive on site within an hour
of the original request being
made. Every call-out is
strictly monitored via a
computerised maintenance
and service programme and,
as a consequence of the
quality procedures now
being operated, call-backs
have been reduced to less
than 1%.
All service and maintenance
engineers are full-time
employees of the company
and they operate to 1809002
standards. The company
also operates a fully-fledged
apprenticeship scheme and
currently has three
apprentices on its books, all
of whom are given a
thoroughly professional and
disciplined education in
both the practical and
academic aspects of air
conditioning.
It is this total control and
adherence to quality
procedures which sets Rink
Air Conditioning apart from
others in the marketplace.
When it comes to air
conditioning, the Rink
motto is:- "There are no
problems ... only solutions".
Apprentices
Kenneth
Furlong and
Mark Reddin
with senior
engineers Niall
Kernan and Joe
Spellman
Carmel
McDermott,
Accounts
Manager
Apprentice Eddie
Waters with
senior engineer
Christy Collins;
Supervisor
William
McCormack and
senior engineer
Ray McCarthy.
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Rink Air Conditioning ... For The Perfect Climate
Brian McDonagh,
Managing Director
IRISH FI A CIAL
SERVICES
CE TRE
Brokers
performance is kept
to a maximum with
no one over-heating
or blowing their
cool, thanks to the
Hitachi 200Kw
multiple-split
remote condenser
heat pumps
installed by Rink.
THE BERKELEY
COURT
Important guests at
the prestigious
Berkeley Court Hotel
in Dublin enjoy an
even and comfortable
environment thanks to
precise climate control
provided by Rink via
the Lennox 160Kw,
roof-mounted package
offering 4-stage
heating/4-stage
cooling.
17
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Perfect Product Portfolio ... Perfect Climate Control
Hitachi, Lennox, Beutot and Amcor are premier names in each of the product categories they serve. They are
synonymous with extensive research and development and, as a consequence, with being inventive and
innovative. Many ''firsts'' - which have since been adopted by the industry at large - are down to them. They
are all industry leaders in their respective fields and, when taken together as in the Rink Air Conditioning
portfolio, represent a formidable and comprehensive range of equipment covering the following:-
HITACHI LE ox AMCOR BEUTOT
Chilled WaterILPHW Air Handling Unit
Direct Expansion Split-Type Units
o Roof-Mounted Packaged Units
(Gas Heat/Heat PumplElectric Heating)
o Chilled Water Cassettes
o Chilled Water FCUs
Air Cooled Chillers
Water Cooled Chillers
Remote Conden er Chillers
o Dehumidifiers
Dry Coolers
RINK
RINK AIR CONDITIONING LTD, UNIT 1, BALLYMOUNT CROSS BUSINESS
PARK, DUBLIN 24. TEL: 01- 456 9469; FAX: 01- 4504314
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Mark Air Heater c/w fan enclosure filters, modulating dampers and
balanced-flue combustion chamber.
Should you require any information or
advice on the full range of Mark equipment
contact either the Dublin or Cork offices at
the following number.
Mark Eire offers a full back up service
consi ting of maintenance engineers;
annual ervice contract; on site equipment
commis ioning; and a technical
advi ory/ ale /query department for the 32
countie .
Balanced fan assisted gas fired module!
unit heater. Top exit flue and combustion
air inlet pipes.
In recent year Mark Eire has become a
prominent player in the Iri h marketplace
and ha been associated with many mall
module are identical in con truction to the
unit air heaters supplied to contractors for
uch heating applications a listed above.
Mark Eire fully tests all gas units prior to
despatch from the factory to ensure they
meet all the stringent requirement and
regulations of European gas governing
bodies, as these heater are also exported to
France, Belgium, Great Britain and
Holland.
I
and large cale heating project throughout
the country. These include the Panasonic
HQ; Mitsubi hi HQ; R&R Donnelly new
facility, Kildare; The POD nightclub and
bar; five Power City shops; Fyffes fruit
stores; Quartz manufacturing; and
Quinn worth Crazy Prices.
r--------------------, When gas heating is being
considered, and warm air is the
preferred method, consultants
and contractors are now looking
to Mark Eire as an alternative to
the conventional
boi ler/pipework/pumps/water
coils/fan system. With Mark
"point of u age gas heater", thi
y~tem i provided with ease of
irtstallation and, in many ca e ,
lower installation costs, piu
high overall operating
efficiencie coupled with lower
running costs.
Many of the air handling unit
manufacturers in Ireland now use
Mark heat exchangers and burner
in their equipment. The range
available to these manufacturers
consist of conventional
atmospheric gas modules or
balanced - flue, fan - a i ted
modules, all of which can be
upplied with fully-modulating pulse
mbustion or just on/off burner. These
I ndirect and direct gas-fired, natural orLP gas air heating and air handlingequipment from Mark Eire BV i now
used throughout the country in various
types of applications, ranging from office
heating, sports halls, di cotheques,
factories, workshops and stores.
The equipment ranges from gas-fired unit
air heaters - su pended overhead and
fuelled by either natural gas of LPG - to
full air handling units complete with
Itration and heat recuperation.
he Mark Eire factory in West Cork, which
incidentally is al 0 an IS09000
approved company, manufacture
and supplies all the anciUiary
equipment and component like
control panel and flue pipe
a sociated with the equipment it
pecialize in manufacturing.
Mark Eire BV - Handling
the Air Heating Market
...
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AIR CONDITIONING ANOTHER SIDE OF ... TIM O'FLAHERTY
Eddie Gormley, boldly sporting the Liberty Air Technology
logo and inset, Tim O'Flaherty
ks To Tim
For those with no interest in, or knowledge of,League of Ireland football (shame!), the Saintsare of course St Patrick's Athletic. Nor is it an
exaggeration to suggest that it's something of a minor
miracle that the club still exists, or indeed that Tim
O'Flaherty - of Liberty Air Technology to you and I
- played a major role in bringing about the
successful transformation of the club's financial
affairs, thereby ensuring its survival. This he
continues to do today though the burning issue is
once-removed from mere survival to one of
continuing security, consolidation and future
development.
That Tim should be a Saints fan is hardly surprising.
Born and reared in Thomas Street in the heart of
Dublin's Liberties, it was inevitable that he should
support the Inchicore club, which he has done right
back to when Pats' was just a Leinster Senior League
side.
Throughout his lifetime he has always been a
committed fan, attending both home and away games
religiously. He has shared in the club's highs and
lows, and it was during a particularly bad time for the
Saints a few years ago that the seeds for his
director/shareholder-level involvement were first
sown. A casual - though obviously sincere - vow of
support to Manager Brian Kerr and current Chief
Executive, Pat Dolan (then a player) was
subsequently put to the test when he was invited to
become more actively involved with the club.
Tim jumped at the chance. In addition to putting hi
hand in his pocket, perhaps the greatest contribution
Tim brings to the club is his business acumen and
professionalism. He is undoubtedly the driving force
at the club in this respect, prodding and encouraging
others to broaden their outlook and to embrace fresh
ideas.
In the space of just two years the affairs of the club
have been totally transformed. In 1992 the club was
struggling on the field, playing out of Harold's Cross
instead of its beloved but dilapidated Richmond Park,
and facing bankruptcy.
Yet today the Saints are back in a revamped
Richmond Park having completed the first phase of a
redevelopment programme which saw floodlights and
600 plastic tip-up seats installed. And that, says Tim,
is only the beginning.
Nonetheless, and however immersed Tim becomes
in the business side of the club's affairs during the
week, on match days it's back to basics. Once again
he is just a football fan and, above all else, a "Super
Saints" fan.
•••Is A ive!
Tha
Sai
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Mitsubishi
Electric
Extends
Heat
Pump
Multi-Split
~ange
M itsubiShi Electric EnvironmentalControl Systems has extended thetypes of indoor units included in
its P Series heat pump multi-split air
conditioning range which now offers PKH
wall-mounted, PCH ceiling-suspended and
PEH above-ceiling ducted units. These are
in addition to the existing range of PLH heat
pump in-ceiling cassettes.
P Series systems can be installed in either
unitary, twin or triple multi-split options
with one outdoor unit serving either one,
two or three indoor units. The indoor units
simply set up for simultaneous operation
ame heating or cooling mode) from one
,u
The Mitsubishi Electric MXZ Series
SPECIAL REVIEW AIR CONDITIONING
The new City Mutli Y Series air conditioning system from Mitsubish Electric
remote controller, thereby saving installation programmable timer to regulate air
costs, reducing space requirements for the conditioning according to the user's own
outdoor unit and providing greater air preferred comfort level.
distribution with lower noi e levels. With its two-pipe system throughout, MXZ
Virtually noiseless in operation, all P Series Series reduces both installation time and
indoor units operate within noise levels of cost.
32 (10)/58 (hi) dB and reduced to as low as Then there's the City Multi Y Series multi-
30 (10)/36 (hi) dB on certain units. P Series plit air conditioning system. Y Series is a
units are also fitted with Mitsubishi totally adaptable system designed to cope
Electric's sophisticated electronic fan speed with various commercial building
control to ensure an ultra-quiet start-up cycle configurations.
while PUR outdoor units have a newly- Y Series provides precise temperature
developed extra fan to reduce further control _ either centrally or independently _
operating noise levels. for each room or zone of a building. The
Up to 50 indoor units can be controlled from system enables up to 10 different indoor
a single P Series remote control with units to be connected on one refrigerant
sequential start, and its 2-wire non-polar circuit to one outdoor unit. It offers a choice
cable can be extended up to 500m, making of eight types of indoor unit (a total of 33
installation simple. models) allowing complete flexibility in
Meanwhile, the MXZ Series mini multi-split designing the ideal system for virtually any
air conditioning system introduced last year building configuration and interior design.
is being increasingly installed. Suitable for a Also, by incorporating a high degree of
range of commercial applications, the MXZ flexibility into the piping system and
Series is an inverter-controlled multiple heat designing indoor units to be interchangeable,
pump system, offering users precise and Y Series allows almost limitless freedom in
responsive indoor temperature control and reconfiguring an air conditioning system as
energy-efficient system operation. building use patterns change.
MXZ Series allow up to four indoor units With this flexibility of system design and
to be connected to a single outdoor unit, configuration, Y Series fully complements
thereby providing efficient mini multi-split Mitsubi hi Electric's R2 Series.
air conditioning. The MXZ Series outdoor This was the worlds' first multi-split system
unit - the MXZ-32A - features inverter to achieve simultaneous heating and cooling
control to minimise energy consumption of up to 10 indoor units from one outdoor
while achieving optimum comfort unit with only two pipes throughout. As
conditions at all times. The system's such, it gives complete flexibility in system
sensitive control system detects even slight design. Each system can be configured to
changes in temperature and makes suit almost any interior plan, any
adjustments accordingly. combination of indoor units being capable of
Designed for operation with Mitsubishi heating at the same time as others on the
Electric's MSH wall-mounted indoor units, same sy tem are cooling.
the MXZ Series offer either individual or Details from Mitsubishi Electric Ireland,
central simultaneous indoor unit control. Blit
Westgate Business Park, a ymoun,
Individual control is possible using a Dublin 24. Contact: Mike Sheehan.
Mitsubishi Electric hand-held, infra-red
remote controller. It also has a Tel: 01 - 450 5007; Fax: 01 - 456 4422.
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SPECIAL REVIEW
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
These units are designed to run with
R22, but can also be supplied
equipped with purpose-designed
components to work with Klea 66,
CFC-free refrigerant.
All RC units are
fully assembled and tested in the
factory under load conditions. Each
component and safety system is
carefully checked and calibrated -
in real working conditions - before
shipment. Installation normally
requires only hydraulic and
electrical connections.
Free-cooling systems are available on
all units fitted with water-cooled or
air-cooled condensers. The system is
sized to completely exclude
compressor operation when the
outdoor temperature is lower than
5cC.
Outputs range from 5.2Kw to 90Kw,
with units connected to either air-
cooled or water-cooled condensers,
or chilled water.
from the top, for distribution either
through a plenum, or via ductwork.
The reliability of this range of
products is proven by more than
11,000 units working in strategic
applications throughout Europe.
A choice of seven different models is
available, offering air distribution
either through raised access floors, or
Every unit is supervised by the MP99
microprocessor control system,
which can be programmed to match
the unique needs of any environment.
The MP99 supervi e the functions
of all the mechanical and electrical
components, transforming the unit
into an intergrated system for the
precise control and monitoring of
temperature, humidity air flow, and
air cleanliness.
These units are the result of 30 years
of research, development and
experience in these specific areas of
application.
Close Control Units
RC manufacture a wide range of
close-control units, designed
specifically for the precise control of
areas with a high density of
electronic equipment, such as
computer rooms, telephone
exchanges and information
distribution networks.
Liquid Chillers
RC offers an extensive range of
packaged liquid chillers with outputs
varying from 7, through to 2500Kw.
Air cooled and
water cooled
models are
available, all of
which are
controlled by the
MP99 micro-
processor
system. This
allows the units
to be monitored,
and to
communicate
with an externa'
L.. ---:-_----:---:--::-:----::_:::-:--:-----::------:__---:-_-:--__---l supervision
Unico air cooled packaged liquid chiller. Available with outputs ranging from
23Kw to 1500 Kw, in standard low-noise and extremely low-noise versions. system, through
a serial line.
RC Condizionatori is the first
company in Italy - and one of the
first in Europe in this specific field
- to be awarded the ISO 9001,
(UNI-EN 29001) certification,
which they obtained in 1991.
The full range of
equipment is designed,
produced and tested
according to the ISO
900 I norms, to ensure
total compliance with quality
standards. Every component is
selected to conform to the main
European Safety Standards, while
every single completed unit
undergoes a series of operational
tests to assure perfect response to
pre-selected performances.
RC Condizionatori is a
leading Italian
manufacturer of air
conditioning equipment,
operating from plants in
Milan, Florence and
Rome. The product
range includes comfort
and close-control units;
chillers; roof-top
packages; and remote
air-cooled condensers.
That GT Phelan Ltd andRC Condizionatori haveformed a trading
relationship to serve the Irish
market is hardly surprising. Both
have long-established pedigrees
stretching back many years and
enjoy positions of standing in
their respective marketplaces,
which sets them apart from much
of the competition.
Their coming together is most
opportune, as it allows GT Phelan
to further develop their product
offering, while facilitating RC's
entre into a very specific niche
sector of the Irish air conditioning
market.
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WITH ITALIAN GIANT RC
For further information
contact GT Phelan Lld at 59
Rock Road, Blackrock, Co
Dublin. Tel: 01 - 283 3347/
2832622; Fax: 01 - 288 3821.
Remote Condensers
Team Mate series units have been
designed to be remotely coupled to
air conditioning units, water chillers
and free-cooling systems produced
by RC Conditionatori. This series of
units includes air-cooled condensers
for direct condensation of the
refrigerant; and dry coolers for the
cooling of glycol solutions within
closed-circuit plants.
The range comprises 17 units with
capacities from 9Kw to 620Kw.
A fully-qualified and experienced
service network assures excellent
after-sales support. GT Phelan
engineers are currently undergoing
additional training - both at home
and in Italy - to ensure an ultra-
professional service in this respect.
SPECIAL REVIEW
AIR CONDITIONING
mid-season , utilising a system of
motorised dampers proportionally
controlled by the MP99
microprocessor.
Master under, downflow, close control unit (12Kw to 85kW). Available in OX - water-
cooled and chilled water versions.
The rooftop units are designed,
produced and tested according to the
ISO 900I standards to assure their
compliance with total quality
standards.
Roof-top packaged heat pump (34Kw to 186Kw).
Many of the air cooled chillers, are
available with low noise and
extremely low noise versions.
The MACIR-Re version features a
return/exhaust section, designed to
ure free-cooling operation during
Rooftop Units
The rooftop series is a wide range of
packaged air conditioning units,
designed for flat roof installation and
suitable for the environmental control
of shopping centres, schools,
cinemas, recreation areas, theatres
and all enclosed environments where
comfort air conditioning is required.
The rooftop units are supervised by
the MP99 microprocessor control
system that can be programmed to
match the unique needs of any
environment, controlling and
monitoring temperature, humidity, air
flow and air cleanliness.
hoice of seven units is available,
offering outputs from 34Kw to
186Kw. All rooftop units are also
available in heat pump versions and
can be equipped with a heat reclaim
system.
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
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Electronics in Building
Services Seminar
A limited number of bound copie of the proceedings from la I
autumn's very uccessful CIBSE "Electronics in Building Service"
seminar are available at the price of £25 (+£5 P & P, if posted). Thi
comprehen ive volume of 10 different technical papers - on subjects
uch as BMS, control, lighting, fire alarm and security - is a very
conci e and up-to-date overview of the current tate-of-the-art
technology in building ervices electronics.
Copie are available from Sean Ascough, clo Ove Arup & Partner
Ireland, J0 Wellington Road, Ball bridge, Dublin 4. Tel: 0 I - 668
3112; or John Cuthbert, clo John Cuthbert & A ociate, Denshaw
House, 121 Lower Baggol Street, Dublin 2. Tel: 01 - 6619055.
segment, the di cus ion about
the greenhouse effect ha
provided an innovative thrust
aimed at reducing emi sions.
ew burner technologie belong
to this thematic group alongside
new fuels and forms of energy,
such as olar technology.
Another market trend that
should be mentioned in this
connection is the renaissance of
the ti led stove as an
environmentally-friendly source
of heat. At the ISH '95, thi
product group will be located in
Hall 9.2 and, therefore, ha'
more visitor-friendly position in
the overall heating technology
segment (Halls 8.0,9.0,9.1,9.2
and 10.0).
The anitation. egment with
around 500 exhibitors - Today,
the anitation industry
increasingly link state-of-the-
art technology, for example
energy-saving water treatment,
with original de ign. One
current trend, however, goes in
the direction of making the
bathroom into a bathing
land cape and thus making it a
component part of the living
area (Halls I.l, 1.2,3.0,3.1,
4.0,4.1,4.2 and 7).
Air conditioning and building
Snickers Win Training Award
Pictured at the presentation of the FAS National Training Award to
Snickers Production Ltd, Tutlamore are: Christy Kirwan, Chairman, FAS;
Minister for Enterprise and Employment, Richard Bruton, TO; Frank
Dunne, Managing Director, Snickers Production Ltd, Tullamore; and n
Lynch, Director General, FAS.
ISH '95-
Environmental
Protection
and Design
The 18th ISH International
Trade Fair Sanitation, Heating,
Air Conditioning will be held at
Frankfurt Fair and Exhibition
Centre from 28 March to I
April, 1995. There will be over
1,900 exhibitors from more than
30 countrie and 243,000 q m
of exhibition space. The large t
exhibitor group are:-
Heating technology with around
600 exhibitors - In this
tremendous growth in
Cazzaniga' ales in Britain in
the last four years", said Martin
Orgee, "now we have been
asked to take on the Iri h market
and I feel that a man with Roy's
experience and trade contact
the right one to continue the
uccess story".
Mr Brazier will be working
from his ba e at Adare House,
Highfield Avenue, College
Road in Cork. TellFax: 021 -
343591 (mobile 088 - 534666).
Mitsubishi Ozone
Protection Award
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
awarded Mitsubishi Electric Corporation the 1994 Strato pheric
Ozone Protection Award in recognition of recent initiative taken
by the company's refrigeration business.
Mitsubishi Electric ha recently made major strides in both
compre or and insulation technology. The company ha developed
the world' flf t rotary compre sor for refrigerators using the CFC-
alternative refrigerant, HFCI34a.
The compressor employs an insoluble refrigerating oil, a new oil
eparator which reduce the amount of oil in the refrigerant circuit
and a new header. These improvements give a more reliable oil
return. Refrigerators using this recently-developed compre or will
offer the same energy efficiency and high reliability as current
models.
In addition, Mitsubishi Electric has improved compounds for
refrigerator insulation and inner liner suitable for u e with the
CFC-alternative HCFC 141 b.
Contact: Mike Sheehan. Tel: 01 - 450 5007.
Roy Brazier of Cork has been
appointed ole agent in the
Republic of Ireland for Martin
Orgee, recently confirmed as
importer of the Italian-made
Cazzaniga range of heating and
ventilating products.
Roy has 12 years experience in
the industry, working as the
agent for a boiler and radiator
manufacturer. "We have een
Cazzaniga
Now Available
in Ireland
Roy Brazier, whom Martin Orgee
and Associates appointed
Republic of Ireland sole agent for
the Italian-made Cazzaniga range
of heating and ventilating
products
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TRADE NEWS
over 400 exhibitor.
The range of exhibits at the ISH
is rounded off by the pipe,
There will be almost 2000 exhibitors of the forthcoming ISH '95 in
Frankfurt (28 March to 1 April).
management, as well as
measuring, control and
regulatory technology, with
pump, plumbing technology,
tool , computing and ervice
egments with a total of
approximately 450 exhibitor.
Be ide the even greater
orientation towards
environmentally-friendly
technologies, the ubject of
design will form an additional
focal point in terms of the trade-
fair concept. In planning is a
special show entitled
"De ignPlus for Sanitation,
Heating and Air Conditioning",
which will draw attention to
design-orientated products in
the entire ector.
Another pecial how will cover
the ubject of "home ventilation
with heat recovery" and pre ent
new route being taken in the
use of natural room and body
heat for ventilating the home.
Contact: Louise Webb.
Tel: 01 - 677 1861.
RSL Hollywood
Seminar
RSL Ireland have recently been
appointed agents for Baltimore
Aircoil and System Uvex in
orthem Ireland. Specifiers,
contractors and end u er were
invited to a seminar entitled
"Advances in Evaporative
Cooline, Ice Thermal Storage
and Non-Chemical Water
Management Technology" at
Cultra Manor, Hollywood,
outside Belfa t. Speaker from
BAC and System Uvex
pre ented technical product
information empha ising the
energy efficiency and
environmental benefits.
Gerry McDonagh of RSL
Ireland is confident that ale of
BAC and System Uvex products
will grow rapidly. He
comments: "As new inve tment
International Trade Fair
Sanitation Heating Air-Conditioning
Everything you need ... . .. you'll find at Frankfurt:
People need water, heat and air.
everything about sanitary installations
with 500 exhibitors.
everything about heating
with 600 exhibitors.
IRL
LEP International Ltd.
11-15 Tara Streat
IRL-Dublin 2
Tel.:(01) 6771861
Fax: (01) 6771760
everything about air-conditioning/
building services automation,
measurement and control systems
with 450 exhibitors.
Please don't hesitate to contact us
if you need any further information.
,----------------------
I ISH '95
I Feel free to contact us for further
I information:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Nama
I
I Street
I
I
I Postal code/Town
I
I
The international trade fair with
emphasis on sanitary installations,
heating and air-conditioning/building
services automation, will also be the
trade event in 1995. This is where the
course will be set for future progress.
At Frankfurt am Main. At the ISH.
Frankfurt am Main is at the heart of
Europe - and with its international
airport it can be easily reached, fast
and direct, from all over the world.
More than 1,900 leading manufactur-
ers will be showing you their latest
products, innovative technology and
pathfinding ideas - more comprehen-
sive than anywhere else in the world.
This is where information will be
exchanged, new sales opportunities
are created and worldwide contacts
developed. Because the ISH crosses
all frontiers: more than 200,000 visi-
tors, from 84 countries, are there at
Frankfurt when decisions are reached
about the most important trends in the
trade.
We'll see you at the ISH I
..
-. MesseFrankfurt
Frankfurt am Main
28.3.-1.4.1995
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Suva MP39
at Monaghan
Mushrooms
Monaghan Mushrooms recently
commis ioned a retrofit on the
two main chiller units at its
processing plant in county
Monaghan. The work was
carried out by Seamus Sweeney
of Hi-Tec Refrigeration, the
Cavan-based company
pecialising in industrial
refrigeration. The retrofit was
completed within four working
hour without any interruption
to it processing.
The refrigeration plant was a
purpo e-built unit with two
Copeland Semi-hermetic
compressor paralleled to a
common condenser and two
When it cotnes to water heaters, considering
anything other than BT is a waste of energy.
• 3 YEAR WARRANTY AGAINST TANK LEAKAGE.
• Manufactured in Europe to ISO 9002 quality standard.
• Comprehensive sizing and technical assistance available.
• ervice network throughout Ireland.
• Full range of natural gas and LPG units
stocked from 30 to 400 gallons
per hour recovery.
4)
.D.•IT"
WATER HEATERS
Energy Management At It's Best.
T ANEY DISTRIBUTORS
Unit 4, Riverdale Industrial Estate, Bluebell Avenue, Dublin 12
Telephone: 4508120/4565475/4566742 Fax: 4500051
VEHA Radiators Ltd formerly unveiled its new logo at the H&V Show in
London late last year. The reception from visitors to the stand was
congratulatory and positive, not just in relation to the logo but also the
extensive VEHA range. Pictured above on the stand are Tommy Kelly,
Sales Manager and Jim O'Reilly, Commercial Director.
comes to the orth there will be
an .ncreasing demand for
energy-efficient and
environmentally-benign
products. Electrical power is
expen ive and evaporative
cooling equipment and ice
thermal torage will both reduce
energy co t and make a
contribution towards reducing
CO2 emissions. There is also a
steady swing to non-chemical
water management systems
which control water quality in
cooling systems without the use
of expensive and toxic
chemical ".
BAC i a worldwide leader in
cooling tower, evaporative
conden ers and ice thermal
storage units. System Uvex i
the UK' leading supplier of
non-chemical water
management y terns.
Contact: Gerry McDonagh.
Tel: 01 - 450 8011.
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BTU ... Fitting Close to Excellent Season
The programme encompasses a core
range of building maintenance subjects
and is conducted as a part-time
modular basis. Modules at Certificate
level include - corrective and
preventative maintenance; preparation
of estimates; communication
techniques; health and safety at work;
and law of contract. Each module at
Certificate level is about 36 hours.
Other models on offer at Diploma
level cover the maintenance of
buildings; finance and costings; and
legal and contractual re ponsibilities.
Contact: Fred Hosford, Course
Organiser. Tel: 0I - 872 7177.
The Dublin Institute of Technology, in
association with the Institute of
Maintenance and Building
Management, is continuing to offer the
series of modular programmes of
study in Buildings Maintenance
Management which they commenced
in September 1993. A new serie
commenced this month.
Buildings
Maintenance
Courses at
Bolton StreetOverall winner on
the day was
Michael Hannon. He
is seen here being
congratulated by
BTU Captain
Michael Wyse. Also
in attendance is
sean Smith.
Joe Warren, BSNews
(sponsors of Golfer
of the Year),
presenting supreme
Champion Michael
Kennedy with his
trophy. On the right
is BTU Captain
Michael Wyse.
Proof that the IDHE has indded turned a corner was very much in
evidence at the Institute's most recent Dublin seminar. Approximately 60
people attended, a turnout that was all the more remarkable given the
deplorable weather conditions. SUbjectmatter for the occasion was oil as
a fuel source for domestic heating. Principal speakers were Michael
McEvoy, Chairman, DHOC and Duncan Pollock, Marketing Adviser,
OFTEC. A very lively and informative questions-and-answers session
followed their presentations with the debate continuing much later into
the evening as those present relaxed over refreshments. Pictured above
on the night are Duncan Pollock, OFTEC; Dave Harris, IDHE PRO;
Michael McEvoy, DHOC Chairman;
and Joe Noone, IDHE Chairman.
IDHE Pulls Them In!
Des Prendergast
receiving the
Presidents' Prize
from BTU President
Uam Stenson.
accordance with standard
practices and the R12 recovered
(65 kilo) with the oil being
changed to a new Ester-ba ed
lubricant. The plant was then
evacuated and recharged (50
kilo of SUVA MP39). The
cold store was not shut down
during this work.
The BTU programme came
to a fitting year end just
prior to Christmas with
embers and their guests
ying an excellent days
golf at Royal Dublin and a
plea ant, fun-filled evening
comprising dinner, the
presentation of prize and
dancing which went on well
into the mall hours.
Matchplay winner Paul
O'Shaughnessy.
GT Phelan Broadens Horizons
While GT Phelan Ltd and Toshiba have enjoyed a very successful and
profitable trading partnership for many year, it's no secret that the GT
Phelan product portfolio was lacking somewhat in respect of large-
cale equipment.
That situation has now been addre sed with the formation of a new
ng partnership between the company and Italy's RC
Condizionatori ( ee page 20-21). This range of equipment is
complementary to that of the To hiba offering, thereby strengthening
the scope and capability of the total package now offered by GT
Phelan.
"We have been consciou of the need to broaden and strengthen our
product portfolio for ome time", ay Gerry Phelan. "However, it was
important in that bringing on board a new brand, it compri ed quality
equipment which complemented and at comfortably with the
excellent range we can offer through To hiba. With RC, we have
achieved that objective and are now looking forward to the
development of both brands side by ide."
separate evaporator units.
The original refrigerant wa
Freon 12 and, as part of its
green policy, Monaghan
Mu hrooms elected SUVA
MP39, supplied by BOC Gases,
as the most suitable
replacement.
The retrofit was carried out in
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BSNellVs Better Business
The Opening Interview
This will take place on the first day of the audit in
the business premises, usually attended by the
Inspector and his assistant, the taxpayer and his
accountant. The Inspector will explain hi authority
26 BSNews. January 1995
The Revenue
will want an
explanation
of the
difference
between the
optimum
profit and the
actual profit
and seek to
tax any
significant
unexplained
differences
Revenue
Audit ...
Things You
Should
Know
The Past
Revenue Audits have been with us ince 1988. Thi
period has been characterised by confusion a to
the rights and entitlements of both the Inspector of
Taxes and taxpayers.
In the beginning, the Revenue held the initiative.
Inspector of Taxe were trained in the examination
and understanding of book and record
pecifically for investigation work. They had access
to large volume of data and the benefits of careful
planning. They adopted the role of speciali ation,
where it wa as important for Revenue taff to
under tand bu iness as it was to understand
technical tax. Their intention was to build up teams
with experience and expertise in specialised areas.
After each audit, the teams became more
experienced.
The Present
Revenue Audit are conducted under Section J5
Finance Act 1988 which provides that the Inspector
may make such enquiries or take such actions a he
con ider nece sary to atisfy him elf a to the
accuracy or otherwise of a tax return.
At the out et, it hould be clearly e tabli hed
preci ely which tax returns are being checked for
accuracy. If it i a company tax return, then the
affairs of the directors are out ide the cope of the
audit, for example, details of director per onal
credit card record are extraneous to the company'
Revenue audit.
and the nature of his examination, the approximate
duration of the audit and where it will be carried
out. He will request relevant books and records
from the taxpayer and invite questions.
Voluntary DiscIo ure
Before a Revenue audit start , the taxpayer hould
disclo e any matter which are in breach of tax
laws. This will avoid publication, mitigate
penalties, and probably reduce the duration of the
Revenue audit. Don't fight lost causes!
During Audit
It is advisable for the taxpayer to nominate one
person to answer questions from the Revenue
Auditor, such as the taxpayer himself of his
accountant or a nominated member of staff.
Normally, the audit will refer to the income tax
return (or PAYE returns or VAT returns) for one
income tax year. Periods before and after that year
are therefore outside the scope of the audit.
Sometime the notification of Revenue Audit WI
add that the audit "... may be extended to include a
review of tax returns for pervious or sub equent
years". Setting the e parameter initially will limit
the scope of the audit.
Re-opening of Earlier Years
In some circum lances, the Inspector may wish to
examine earlier year where, for example, other
bank accounts or previously undisclo ed as ets
come to light. He should only make reference to
earlier year where it is intended to include them in
a final settlement. This hould not be used as a
threat to force agreement to a settlement figure for
the year which has been the subject of the Revenue
audit.
Trade Analysis
The Revenue's approach is often concerned to
reject or "break" the accounts pre ented by "trade
analysis" or "busine economics approach". This
takes a simpli tic overview of the bu ine to arrive
at a notional profit figure. For example, the
notional profit of a licen ed premi es can be
ascertained by analy ing trade purcha es for a
period and adding the appropriate profit margin
(ba ed on selling price) to arrive at a notional sale
figure. Thi approach mayor may not take account
of shortage , wa tage, 10 ,obsole cence, non-
chargeable item, pilferage, theft, special offers,
discount, price change ,good for own u e, and a
host of other factor which bridge the gap between
actual profit and notional profit.
This approach of the Revenue should be strongly
resisted because it's purpo e is to destroy the
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credibility of the accounts prepared from the
taxpayer's books and records. The In pector hould
be a ked to present all his workings in detail, and
the e hould be examined thoroughly by the
taxpayer and his accountant, and challenged
vigorou ly.
Confidentiality
An increa ingly common feature of Revenue Audit
is the use by the Revenue of information obtained
during the course of examination of other
taxpayer's affair. The taxpayers Charter of Rights,
issued in 1989, stated among other thing, that each
taxpayer is entitled to privacy and confidentiality.
Obviously the Inspector in posse sion of evidence
from another audit is in a very strong position.
However, he will have great difficulty in using this
information before the Appeal Commissioner or
the courts without breaching the confidence of the
source of his information. This knowledge might be
useful in negotiating a ettlement.
B!t
Sometime in the course of a Revenue audit, the
In pector will ask the taxpayer to circularise all
local bank and financial institutions with a
tandard Revenue form (62BD) confirming that no
account are held in the taxpayer' name or giving
detail of any account held. In the ab ence of very
specific rea on for this approach, thi blanket
circular hould be challenged. Not only will it
publici e the taxpayer's investigation by the
Revenue, it may damage his reputation with the
local bu iness community and jeopardise his future
chances of approaching different bank for finance.
There is no specific provision in the Tax Acts
permitting the use of these forms.
Settlement
venue prefer a quick settlement. They may
offer a reduction of penaltie and interest in the
event of early ettlement and cheque in hand.
There is a p ychological advantage for the taxpayer
too, in not having to face a long, co tly prace s of
claim and counter-claim.
However, over a period of time the taxpayer will
have the opportunity to study the In pector'
findings in detail and submit mea ured argument to
point rai ed. If the psychological factor can be
overcome, it is generally recommended not to go
for the quick fix.
Penalties
Inspector may overstep their authority when the
question of penaltie arise. Most penalties arise
when there has been "fraud or neglect", a charge
which can only be decided by a judge.
For example, the rate of interest on tax underpaid is
1.25% per month. Where fraud or neglect ha been
proven in court, a penal rate of interest of 2% per
month is payable. The Inspector ha no power to
levy the penal rate of interest in a ettlement.
Where a tax return is not filed or filed late or
incorrect, the tax liability is increa ed by 10%. Thi
surcharge i impo ed where a return i rejected by
the In pector, not when it is repaired. The return
will be rejected where there is a major di crepancy
or omis ion in it. Otherwise, it only require to be
repaired and no urcharge applie .
The Written Report
Each taxpayer is entitled to a written report from
the In pector at the conclusion of the audit. This
report may become evidence in review or appeal
proceedings. It is therefore essential to obtain a
report which i clear, concise and to the point.
No ettlement should be finally agreed to before the
written report i received and agreed.
Where agreement has been reached, the written
report will be a hort report which acknowledge
the amount of the ettlement over the variou taxes.
Where agreement has not been reached, the report
should be more ub tantial, setting out the findings
of the In pectors, quantifying the perceived
hortfall and arriving at the amount of tax unpaid.
Thi report should erve as a formal pre entation of
the In pector's finding and form the basis for
further corre pondence.
The written report will invite counter proposals.
Review
The taxpayer may request in writing a review of the
Inspector's findings, first by the District Inspector,
then by the Regional Director and finally by the
Appeal Commi ioners. The review may be in
relation to the total Revenue Audit settlement or
one part of it, eg the penalty element.
Conclusion
Revenue Audit is here to stay. The Revenue
Comrni ioner plan to audit each taxpayer at least
once in 7 year. It will become increa ingly
profe ional and more accurately targeted a
experience, training and re earch develop . The
re ponse of the taxpayer i becoming more
profe ional too. Proper planning, good record ,
and profes ional back-up should en ure a
succe sful outcome when the Revenue Audit team
finally arrive .
• This month's BSNews Better Business was
prepared by Chartered Accountants Brenson
Lawlor. For further information contact Ptidraic
Ferguson. Tel: 01 - 6689760.
Proper
planning,
good records,
and
professional
back-up
should
ensure a
successful
outcome
when the
Revenue
Audit team
finally
arrzves
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Vetting Your Client's
Ability to Pay
would have almost been a quarter of
their net profit, net profit that is that
they still had to generate.
Nonetheless financial information on
companies in Ireland is improving at
an impressive rate. Dun and
Bradsheet already provides on-line
financial credit information on 70% of
all the requests it receives. The
remaining are normally provided
within three working days.
The Confederation of Construction
Specialists has negotiated special
rates for its members for this service
and is now on-line with Dun and
Bradsheet. The reports will give you a
risk rating, payment patterns,
recommended credit limits and much
more. This is not a bad start as this is,
presumably, part of the information
used by the credit insurers in their
deliberations with regard to providing
cover.
The payment pattern mentioned
above does go some way to
determining not only the clients abi
to pay, but also the clients willingness
to pay. Dun and Bradsheet says that
the number of payment days has
been verified by at least four suppliers
before it is included within their
reports. There is nothing to stop you
checking with some more. It is
essential that these vetting
procedures become part of your
working routine when making the
decision whether or not to tender. It
may be difficult to stomach, but there
is no doubt that there is work you DO
NOTWANTl
Another emerging useful tool,
provided by the confederation is a
commercial intelligence database.
This collates all reports from
members and includes anecdotal
(often the best information) evidence
on the payment practices of main
contractors. There is such a database
operated for the Irish market. As
membership increases and the input
of information becomes more
commonplace, this database will
become increasingly beneficial.
Next month's topic will be "Contract
Secure - Enforcing Payment".
More Information
Neville Smith, Secretary,
Confederation of Construction
Specialists, Ireland. Tel: 01 - 289
7602; Fax: 01 - 289 8031.
Neville Smith, Secretary, ees
Ireland.
By your insurance
company telling
you which clients
they will cover
and which ones
they will not
cover, you get a
preHygood
indication of the
better risks.
In 1993, company insolvenciesrose 8.2% to 670 from 619 in1992. In the first half of 1994
insolvencies rose 8% to 380. The total
for 1994, however, was 634, reflecting
a 5.4% decrease on the previous
year. The building and allied trades
business were responsible for their
fair share of these insolvencies
accounting for 10.1 % of business
failures in 1993.
The most dramatic recent example
was the receivership of the Kentz
group. This was widely publicised and
there was, quite rightly, great public
sympathy for Kentz staff.
Unfortunately, there was less publicity
regarding the equally-deserving
suppliers and specialist contractors
who failed to receive their full
entitlements.
So, how do you go about limiting the
exposure of your company? A
prudent specialist will start with the
assumption that every client, even
longstanding ones, have the potential
for reckless behaviour or may be
covering a desperate liquidity
situation. What can these prudent
specialists do to ensure that they can
survive this potential minefield? One
suggestion might be to avail of a
credit insurance scheme. A large
insurance corporation will vett all of
your clients through such a scheme.
By telling you which clients they will
cover and which ones they will not
cover, you get a pretty good indication
of the better risks. It also ensures
that, in the event of an insolvency,
you will at least receive a large
proportion of your entitlement. The
problem is that it is phenomenally
expensive. I recently obtained a quote
for a small civil engineering company
turning over less than £1 million. The
premium was over £15,000. This
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment
1.5./1.5.0. !lOOOIEN 29000
QUALITY SYSTEM
Dublin Office
Tel/Fax: 01 - 668 0510
Cablnethealera, unltalrhealers, alrhandllng units,
radiant heating, destratlflcatlon units, Industrlal-
heating equipment, plpebendlng machines
Mark Eire B.V. Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 026-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.
With MARK. you have the perfect
. nd and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a lull range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and return to MARK. so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent
to you.
GS/GC and cabinet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters.
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
calflo:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
1000kW.
Tanner:
Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
Eco-Fans:
Ventilation units for re·drculation and
extraction. from 4000 to 8000 m3/hr
standard. or arYl air volume on
request.
Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters. from 7kW to
38kW.
Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.
FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE - TEL: 283 9156
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MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100· KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
* Dual four-digit display (lOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
* Auto/Manual, Self-Tune & Pre-Tune, Ramping Setpoinl
* Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
* Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
* Additional plug-in outputs.
* Comprehensive alarm strategy - AND/OR & loop alarm.
* No-battery design (E 2 technology - 100 years retenti
* IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
* RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)
-Dividers
- Linearisers
-PC & PLC interface
-Plug-in Modules-Eurocards
PROCESS CONTROL
IIIl!!IP!II!!!!II
WE CAN OFFER:
- Trip Amplifiers
- Controllers
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers
PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.
MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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